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Latest Publications:

Starting in 1990, South Korea has gradually dealt with a rising number of
transgender cases that mostly start with a gender correction on the family registry.
However, South Korea does not fully comply its administrative correction with
international treaties and global standard of protecting sexual minorities. Compared
with other continents’ cases on gender corrections for the transgender, a current
status on South Korea is analyzed and recommendations are suggested.

South Korean Standard of Gender Correction on Family Registry in the
Eyes of International Standard

Adaptation and Mitigation for Coastal Communities in India 

Climate change in India has an impact on coastal communities. Cities such as
Mumbai and Kolkata, two vastly populated coastal cities, have started developing
adaptation and mitigation plans to counter the consequences of climate change
and limit the factors contributing to flood vulnerabilities.

Join our team / become a contributor:
The GIIR is looking for young professionals interested in joining our team or in publishing occasional
papers as external contributors. Publishing for the GIIR is open to recent graduates, researchers,
university professors, members of civil society, and individuals of the private sector that have deep
expertise in one of the areas of focus of the organization. 

If interested: contact@giir.ch

Any feedback, questions or suggestions?
contact@giir.ch

With its most recent Indo-Pacific strategy, the U.S continues its pivoting to Asia
started a decade ago to counter the rising threat from China and re-establish its
sphere of influence. This new strategy mainly focuses on security, climate change, or
governance issues. To implement it successfully, the U.S must expand its regional
cooperation, including in key areas such as defense and security, invest in high-tech
and strategic infrastructure, and ensure regional financial security.

Pillars For The New Indo-Pacific Strategy: From The Regional
Perspectives
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